1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

Vascular disease is the number one killer of people in the United States, accounting for one in every three deaths.[@r1] Within this category, vascular disease present in appendicular regions is among the most common, and it doubles the likelihood of a vascular related death.[@r1]^,^[@r2] The ideal modality for imaging vascular health would provide images with strong vascular contrast, high spatiotemporal resolutions, a sufficient penetration depth, and complete noninvasiveness.[@r1][@r2][@r3][@r4][@r5][@r6][@r7][@r8][@r9][@r10]^--^[@r11] In this respect, photoacoustic computed tomography (PACT) holds promise as a method of appendicular vascular imaging.

Current clinical methods of angiographic imaging include digital subtraction angiography (DSA), computed tomography angiography (CTA), magnetic resonance angiography (MRA), ultrasonography, and optical coherence tomography angiography (OCTA).[@r4][@r5][@r6][@r7][@r8][@r9][@r10][@r11][@r12][@r13][@r14][@r15][@r16]^--^[@r17] Of these modalities, catheter DSA is considered the reference standard.[@r6][@r7]^--^[@r8] It provides strong vascular contrast, even in a dense soft tissue or bony environment, and can acquire images over a large field of view.[@r8] Inherent drawbacks to this method include the use of ionizing radiation and an exogenous contrast agent (often an injected iodine-bound compound).[@r5][@r6]^--^[@r7] These factors can create severe complications, particularly for patients who are pregnant, young, allergic to contrast agents, impaired in renal functions, or susceptible to other contrast-induced side effects.[@r5] With the advances in multidetector row computed tomography (CT) and MRI technologies, contrast-enhanced MRA and CTA have largely replaced DSA for diagnostic purposes. These modalities offer significantly reduced cost and increased patient comfort, compared to DSA, as well as the ability of three-dimensional (3-D) imaging, although the same fundamental drawbacks are still present.[@r6]^,^[@r11] CTA requires the use of ionizing radiation (approximately four times less than DSA), and contrast-based subtraction techniques are still needed for dense soft tissue or bony areas.[@r6]^,^[@r11] MRA can be devoid of ionizing radiation and capable of endogenously imaging blood vessels. However, endogenous MRA images suffer from a low contrast-to-noise ratio, therefore requiring long scan times with added cost.[@r5]^,^[@r6] Ultimately the spatial resolution of these images is limited due to blurring of nonstationary vessels and other motion artifacts.[@r5]^,^[@r6] If spatial resolution is insufficient, vascular abnormalities such as stenoses may be underestimated.[@r6] Because of this, the standard for MRA is still to use a contrast agent, such as gadolinium-based compounds, at the risk of similar complications present in DSA (e.g., pregnancy, allergies, and renal insufficiency).[@r12]^,^[@r13] Duplex ultrasound is often recommended as the first modality to investigate peripheral vascular structures because it is cost effective and noninvasive.[@r4]^,^[@r8]^,^[@r10] This method uses traditional ultrasonography to image blood vessels in conjunction with Doppler ultrasound to measure aspects of blood flow, such as blood flow speed. However, ultrasonography has low sensitivity due to a lack of strong vascular contrast, suffers from speckle artifacts, and its reliability is subject to the operator's experience.[@r8]^,^[@r14] OCTA is a noninvasive optical imaging technique that has seen great clinical popularity for imaging microvasculature, particularly in the eye, and shows great promise for dermatology applications.[@r15][@r16]^--^[@r17] Though this technique has a shallow penetration depth and is currently not suitable for noninvasive imaging of vasculature beyond one millimeter depth.[@r16]^,^[@r17] PACT is a promising modality that avoids many of these limitations.

PACT---ultrasonically imaging optical contrast via the photoacoustic (PA) effect---provides the rich contrast of optical imaging well beyond the $\sim 1\text{-}{mm}$ optical diffusion limit, with ultrasonic resolution and no speckle artifact.[@r18][@r19][@r20]^--^[@r21] As a highly scalable technology, PACT can perform structural, functional, and molecular imaging.[@r18][@r19][@r20]^--^[@r21] When a short-pulsed laser irradiates biological tissues, wideband ultrasonic waves (referred to as PA waves) are induced by transient thermoelastic expansion. The PA waves are then measured by ultrasound transducers and reconstructed to produce a map of the specific absorption ($J/m^{3}$) in the tissue.[@r21] As a principal endogenous optical absorber in the near-infrared (NIR) region, hemoglobin provides a strong endogenous contrast for imaging blood vessels in human extremities.[@r22]

We present the results of imaging the angiographic structure of the hands, arms, legs, and feet of a healthy volunteer, using a recently developed PACT system. Longitudinal and latitudinal cross-sectional images clearly show the vascular network of each appendage and highlight the system's ability to image both major and minor vessels. Images are captured within 5 to 15 s, without the need for an experienced operator. The work shows that PACT could be a noninvasive method for providing strong contrast angiographic images of human extremities with high spatiotemporal resolutions, suggesting that it could provide a useful modality for detecting vascular disease and monitoring vascular health.

2. Methods {#sec2}
==========

The PACT system was comprised of an illumination laser, an ultrasonic transducer array, signal amplification/acquisition modules, and a linear scanning stage ([Fig. 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). PA signals were generated using 1064 nm light (PRO-350-10, Quanta-Ray, 10-Hz pulse repetition rate, 8 to 12-ns pulse width) and detected using a full-ring ultrasonic transducer array with 512 elements. Four sets of 128-channel data acquisition systems provided simultaneous one-to-one mapped associations with the 512-element transducer array. Therefore, we acquired PA signals from a cross-section within $100\text{  }\mu s$, approximately the acoustic transit time across the field of view after each laser pulse excitation, without multiplexing. The ultrasonic transducer elements had a central frequency of 2.25 MHz and a one-way bandwidth of more than 95%, providing an experimentally quantified in-plane resolution of $255\text{  }\mu m$.[@r23] The height of each transducer element yielded a moderate divergence angle in the elevational direction ($\sim 9.0\text{  }\deg$ full width at half maximum), yielding a flared diffraction pattern.[@r23] This pattern enabled both two-dimensional (2-D) imaging per laser pulse and 3-D imaging by scanning in the elevational direction. From multislice PA signals acquired through elevational scanning, a 3-D image can be formed by slicewise 2-D universal backprojection (UBP) and stacking or cylindrical 3-D UBP. The elevational resolution in the reconstructed image is 16.1 mm for 2-D reconstruction and stacking and 5.6 mm for 3-D reconstruction.[@r23] Full characterization measurements for this system can be found in Ref. [@r23]. To synchronize the system, the laser's external trigger was used to initiate both the data acquisition systems and the linear scanner.

![Representations of the PACT system under different illumination schemes. Perspective cut-away views of the PACT system using (a) latitudinal mode illumination and (b) longitudinal mode illumination.](JBO-024-026003-g001){#f1}

For each appendage, dual-side illumination was used to take latitudinal cross-sectional images \[[Fig. 1(a)](#f1){ref-type="fig"}\] and longitudinal cross-sectional images \[[Fig. 1(b)](#f1){ref-type="fig"}\]. A switchable mirror was used to alternate between the two illumination schemes. To split the laser beam, the linearly polarized output from the laser was equalized between $s$- and $p$-polarizations, using a half-wave plate (WPH10M-1064, Thorlabs, Inc.), and then divided using a high-power polarizing beam splitter (PBS25-1064-HP, Thorlabs, Inc.). A center incidence angle of 55 deg was chosen to couple light into the water to ensure that (a) the illumination covered the entire $z$-axis scanning range (7 cm), (b) the transducer array did not impede the illumination when scanning, and (c) the proximity to Brewster's angle provided a high light coupling efficiency for $p$-polarization. To maximize and equalize the fluence received from each beam, the $s$-polarized path was passed through another half-wave plate (WPH10M-1064, Thorlabs, Inc.), ensuring both paths were $p$-polarized before hitting the water surface. This optimization provided an average air-water coupling efficiency of 98% over a $55 \pm 20\text{-}\deg$ angular range. Before hitting the water surface, each beam was broadened using a diverging lens (LC1315-B, Thorlabs, Inc.) and an engineered diffuser (EDC-10-A-2s, RPC Photonics), which preserved polarization. For all scans, the laser fluence at the tissue surface was between 1/16th and 1/8th of the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) safety limit for laser exposure ($100\text{  }{mJ}/{cm}^{2}$ at 1064 nm at a 10-Hz pulse repetition rate).[@r24]

Images were reconstructed using the UBP method with half-time truncation.[@r25]^,^[@r26] For 2-D reconstruction, PA signals generated from a laser pulse were backprojected to the imaging plane using the data from all 512 transducers in the ring array. For 3-D reconstruction, each imaging plane was reconstructed using angle-weighted data from every ultrasonic transducer element at all scanning steps. The finite elevational divergence to the transducer array was approximated by taking an integer power of the angle weight associated with a uniform far field angular profile (i.e., the profile of a theoretical perfectly diverging transducer). With 512 transducer elements, the full-ring transducer array can image objects without streaking artifacts, within a field-of-view (FOV) of $\sim 39\text{  }{mm}$ in diameter. The relationship is governed by the equation $2\pi D = N\lambda_{c}$, where $D$ is the FOV diameter, $N$ is the number of elements, and $\lambda_{c}$ is the wavelength corresponding to the high cut-off frequency of the transducer.[@r27]^,^[@r28] To suppress backprojection-induced streaking artifacts outside of this FOV, we interpolated the raw data in the channel dimension before doing UBP.[@r29] After reconstruction, total variation and Wiener filtering were used to reduce noise while preserving sharp features.[@r30] To highlight blood vessels, we used the process detailed in Ref. [@r28], where Hessian-based Frangi vesselness filtering was used with scales of 5 to 10 representative values within the range of the smallest and largest vessels in each image.[@r31][@r32]^--^[@r33] All quantitative analysis, including analysis of vessel sizes and maximum penetration depth, was based on unfiltered images. Therefore, filtering effects such as blurring or enhancement of contrast did not alter the quantitative results.

All human imaging followed protocols approved by the Institutional Review Board (IRB) and Protocol Review of California Institute of Technology. One healthy volunteer was imaged multiple times in this study.

3. Results {#sec3}
==========

[Figure 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"} shows a 3-D reconstructed maximum amplitude projection (MAP) and corresponding color-encoded depth-resolved image of a volunteer's right hand using latitudinal mode illumination. The projection is along the $z$-axis. The shallow region is the palmar side and the deeper region is the dorsal side of the hand. Vessels can be visualized starting from the dorsal side of the wrist and ending at the palmar side of the fingers. The vessel network can be clearly tracked across the entire hand with aberration occurring when trying to look through the fingernails.

![Photoacoustic images of the volunteer's right hand from 3-D reconstruction. (a) MAP of the PA signals along the $z$-axis. (b) Color encoded depth image of the hand.](JBO-024-026003-g002){#f2}

To further demonstrate PACT's ability to image vasculature deep into biological tissue, we scanned cross-sections of the volunteer's right forearm and hand ([Fig. 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"}), using longitudinal mode illumination. Throughout the scan, we imaged vasculature up to 1.8 cm deep in all directions (Video [1](#v1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We also found that by only using time data corresponding to the propagation distance from the transducer surface to the center of the imaging plane (i.e., half-time reconstruction[@r25]), the effect of acoustic inhomogeneity from the bone--tissue interface could be reduced. This observation highlights deep vasculature imaging without the need for an external contrast agent as a potential application of PACT.

![Lateral cross-sectional PA images acquired at various locations along the volunteer's right arm (Video [1](#v1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). (a) Schematic of the arm. White dotted lines detail where each cross-sectional image was taken for images (b)--(f), respectively. The blue dashed line marks the wrist, where the carpal bones meet the radius and ulna bones. Lateral cross-sectional PA images of (b) the upper forearm, 10 cm above the wrist, (c) the lower forearm, 3 cm above the wrist, (d) the palm, 1 cm below the wrist, (e) the mid-palm, 3 cm below the wrist, and (f) the fingers (without the thumb), approximately in the middle of the proximal phalanx (Video [1](#v1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, MPEG, 2 MB \[URL: <https://doi.org/10.1117/1.JBO.24.2.026003.1>\]).](JBO-024-026003-g003){#f3}

The maximum imaging depth in muscular tissue from a single PACT image (i.e., a single laser pulse) was experimentally determined to be 1.8 cm, by imaging the volunteer's right calf ([Fig. 4](#f4){ref-type="fig"}). We study muscular imaging depth in the calf because the gastrocnemius is a large section of isolated muscle tissue. The fluence used was the maximum fluence for this study (1/8th of the ANSI safety limit) and corresponded to a beam size just covering the circumference of the calf. To estimate the optical penetration, a distribution of the specific absorption in bulk muscle tissue was approximated by extracting the background PACT image \[[Fig. 4(a)](#f4){ref-type="fig"}\]. The image was made using morphological background detection,[@r34] which is a process that removes blood vessels and other sharp features by top-hat transforms and Gaussian filtering ($\sigma = 20$ for a $2033 \times 2033\text{  pixel}$ image with a resolution of $30\text{  }\mu m$ per pixel). A benefit of this method is that it can be used after PACT reconstruction and on objects with a complex geometry and/or under complex illumination conditions, such as double-sided illumination. To assess the validity of this method, we generate statistics of the amplitude decay from four regions in [Fig. 4(a)](#f4){ref-type="fig"}. We then compare the average decay from these regions to Monte Carlo simulated specific absorption in muscular tissue \[[Fig. 4(c)](#f4){ref-type="fig"}\], without and with the background removal process used in [Fig. 4(a)](#f4){ref-type="fig"} applied. The latter comparison is performed to quantify the broadening effects of the background removal process. We found that background removal caused negligible broadening of the absorption profile inside the simulated muscular tissue and that the average profile inside the volunteer's calf matched well with the Monte Carlo model \[[Fig. 4(d)](#f4){ref-type="fig"}\]. At the water to tissue interface, background removal caused a maximum broadening of $\sim 1.4\text{  }{mm}$ in the absorption profile of the Monte Carlo model, which was within the standard deviation of the profile seen at the interface of the coupling water and the volunteer's calf. For the Monte Carlo model, the tissue parameters were homogeneous in the $x\text{-}y$ plane. The top 0.5-cm layer in the $z$-direction simulated water ($\mu_{a} = 0.11\text{  }{cm}^{- 1}$)[@r22]^,^[@r35] and the remaining area was muscle tissue ($\mu_{a} = 0.13\text{  }{cm}^{- 1}$, $\mu_{s} = 64.60\text{  }{cm}^{- 1}$, and $g = 0.90$).[@r22]^,^[@r35] Photons ($N = 7,245,343$) started uniformly distributed across the water--tissue surface and propagated within the 3-D volume ($4 \times 4 \times 4\text{  }{cm}^{3}$), with a $500\text{-}\mu m$ voxel size. The initial propagation direction of each photon was toward the muscle tissue, at normal incidence (i.e., the focal point is at $z = - \infty$). To analyze the maximum achieved imaging depth in muscular tissue, we normalized the single-shot unfiltered PACT image of the volunteer's calf \[[Fig. 4(d)](#f4){ref-type="fig"}\] by the profile derived in [Fig. 4(a)](#f4){ref-type="fig"}. We then magnified the left \[[Fig. 4(e)](#f4){ref-type="fig"}\] and right \[[Fig. 4(f)](#f4){ref-type="fig"}\] regions of the volunteer's calf, where each beam from the double-sided illumination entered the tissue at approximately normal incidence. The deepest visible vessel in [Fig. 4(e)](#f4){ref-type="fig"} was at 1.5 cm, with a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of 6.1. The deepest visible vessel in [Fig. 4(f)](#f4){ref-type="fig"} was at 1.8 cm, with an SNR of 9.2. The deepest vessels are marked by magenta arrows in [Figs. 4(e)](#f4){ref-type="fig"} and [4(f)](#f4){ref-type="fig"}, respectively.

![Analysis of the maximum imaging depth and 1064-nm light absorption in muscular tissue. (a) Cross-sectional image of the volunteer's upper right calf, where vessels and other sharp features were removed using morphological background detection.[@r34] (b) Image of the simulated specific absorption (in relative units of ${cm}^{- 3}$) in muscular tissue. In both (a) and (b), the lower bound of the color scale was truncated to the water's average value. (c) Normalized depth-resolved comparison between the simulated-specific absorption in muscular tissue along the white dashed line in (b), before (blue curve) and after (dotted green) applying the background removal filter to the Monte Carlo model, and the experimental average-specific absorption in the volunteer's upper right calf (dashed orange curve) from the four white dotted line profiles in (a). The shaded orange area is the region within one standard deviation of the experimental mean from the four dotted line profiles in (a). The curves were normalized such that the minimum value coming from the water region was set to zero and the maximum value inside the (simulated) tissue was set to one. (d) Fluence compensated unfiltered single-shot cross-sectional image of the volunteer's upper right calf using latitudinal mode illumination. Fluence compensation was performed using the approximate fluence distribution in (a). (e) Magnified region of the volunteer's calf inside the black-dotted rectangle in (d), using the upper right coordinate system. (f) A close-up view of the region outlined by the red-dashed rectangle in (d), using the bottom left coordinate system.](JBO-024-026003-g004){#f4}

To showcase PACT's ability to image vascular anatomy over a large field of view, in a single laser shot, we used latitudinal mode illumination to obtain planar images of the vascular network spanning across entire appendages. Results for the volunteer's upper and lower forearm, bicep, leg, and foot are shown in [Fig. 5](#f5){ref-type="fig"}. These images show vessels connecting across a distance of 22 cm (limited by the diameter of the transducer array), clearly visualizing a wide range of vessel sizes.

![Photoacoustic images showing the vascular network spanning across different appendages. Latitudinal cross-sectional images of the volunteer's (a) upper right forearm, (b) lower right forearm, ending at the wrist, (c) right foot, (d) right leg, and (e) right bicep.](JBO-024-026003-g005){#f5}

The smallest detected vessel appears as $255\text{  }\mu m$ in diameter while the largest imaged vessel is 3.8 mm in diameter ([Fig. 6](#f6){ref-type="fig"}). Vascular diameters were accurately measured by identifying vessel boundaries through a correlation-based template matching method, described in Ref. [@r23]. The capability of endogenously imaging vascular networks across an appendage, in a single-shot, could provide a useful method for physicians to identify vascular abnormalities and understand their effects on the surrounding vascular network.

![Quantification of vessel diameter. (a) Normalized raw photoacoustic amplitude across the largest diameter vessel imaged (orange) and across a simulated 3.8-mm uniform cylinder (dashed blue). (b) Cross-correlation coefficient between the measured vessel in (a) and simulated uniform cylinders near the best match (3.8 mm). (c) Normalized raw photoacoustic amplitude across a representative medium diameter vessel imaged (orange) and across a simulated 1.26-mm uniform cylinder (dashed blue). (d) Cross-correlation coefficient between the measured vessel in (c) and simulated uniform cylinders near the best match (1.26 mm). (e) Normalized raw photoacoustic amplitude across a representative small diameter vessel imaged (orange) and across a simulated 0.47 mm uniform cylinder (dashed blue). (f) Cross-correlation coefficient between the measured vessel in (e) and simulated uniform cylinders near the best match (0.47 mm). Photoacoustic simulations were done in k-wave. The simulation forward model used a ring array geometry with 1452 transducer elements. The number of elements was chosen such that we were well above the angular Nyquist criteria.[@r27] The supported maximum frequency was 20 MHz, which was half of the experimental sampling frequency and well past the experimental transducer array's average frequency response (2.25 MHz center frequency with a 95% one-way bandwidth). Then, half-time UBP[@r25]^,^[@r26] was used on temporally filtered raw channel data. The filterer was a Gaussian fit of the average electrical impulse response from the elements in the experimental transducer array. Filtering the channel data in the time dimension before reconstruction avoided the "inverse crime" as well as provided an accurate simulation of the experimental system's resolution.](JBO-024-026003-g006){#f6}

Finally, we demonstrated that due to the strong vascular contrast and high imaging speed, PACT's resolution is not limited by vascular motion artifacts as the vascular information within the imaging plane can be acquired, with sufficient SNR, in a single laser shot within the acoustic transit time ($\sim 100\text{  }\mu s$). Furthermore, given the sufficiently high laser repetition rate (10 Hz), we have shown that nonstationary vessels can be monitored, which can be used to derive functional information ([Figs. 7](#f7){ref-type="fig"} and Video [2](#v2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). By repeatedly imaging a single plane in the volunteer's wrist, we monitored the vessel wall of a pulsating artery and showed that the pulsation is centered at the heart beat frequency \[[Fig. 7(b)](#f7){ref-type="fig"}\]. Comparing this motion to a neighboring stationary vessel \[[Fig. 7(c)](#f7){ref-type="fig"}\], it can be verified that PACT is capable of tracking vessel movement with high contrast. Since vascular obstructions can lead to exaggerated or unusual vessel movement, this high imaging speed could help physicians localize and characterize arterial obstructions.[@r9] Furthermore, since arteries pulsate at the heart beat frequency, tracking pulsation could be used to differentiate arteries from veins.[@r23]

![Functional monitoring of artery deformation due to the heartbeat-induced blood flow (Video [2](#v2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). (a) Zoomed-in latitudinal cross-sectional PA image of the volunteer's wrist. (b) A 10-Hz frame rate line profile showing the displacement of the artery wall in (a), marked by the dotted orange line. (c) A 10-Hz frame rate line profile showing the displacement of a neighboring vein in (a), marked by the solid blue line (Video [2](#v2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, MPEG, 2.79 MB \[URL: <https://doi.org/10.1117/1.JBO.24.2.026003.2>\]).](JBO-024-026003-g007){#f7}

4. Discussion {#sec4}
=============

Our work presents a comprehensive study of PACT being used to image the vascular anatomy in human extremities. We can obtain cross-sectional images from a single laser pulse, within $100\text{  }\mu s$, over a 22-cm FOV, with a maximum in-plane resolution of $255\text{  }\mu m$. This performance allows us to get snap-shot images of vascular networks in the hands, feet, legs, forearms, and biceps. The ring array geometry provides full-view reconstruction in the imaging plane and complements the general cylindrical structure of each appendage. When scanning in the elevational direction, 3-D images can be obtained over a 7-cm scanning range within 15 s. Since data for a complete cross-sectional area can be collected within $100\text{  }\mu s$ after the laser pulse, we are not subject to heartbeat- or breathing-induced motion artifacts, which distort images in slower imaging modalities. Furthermore, with a laser repetition rate of 10 Hz, we can monitor heartbeat encoded vessel deformations with a 10-Hz frame rate, if no elevational scanning is used. With a maximum imaging depth of 1.8 cm on either side, we demonstrate complete depth coverage of hands, wrists, and feet for almost all individuals in the United States, based on the national statistics.[@r36] We can also cover over 70% of the soft tissue in the upper forearm, bicep, and leg[@r36] while staying within 1/16 to 1/8 the ANSI safety limit.[@r24]

The results show that PACT can provide many of the requirements an imaging modality would need to safely image, diagnose, and monitor vascular abnormalities in extremities. The method is noninvasive, provides strong endogenous vascular contrast, and has high spatiotemporal resolution, over a large field of view. Examples of possible applications include screening for peripheral vascular disease and diabetic foot; providing postoperative surveillance for procedures such as revascularization surgery; and monitoring response to drug therapy, such as the perfusion of medication. It is important to note that PACT's penetration depth can be sensitive to skin color since melanosome is the dominant optical absorber in most of the visible and NIR electromagnetic spectrum. The volunteer in this study had a light skin tone, and we would expect volunteers with darker skin to show a more limited penetration depth. Other future research could determine the effectiveness of PACT to diagnose and monitor patients with vascular obstructions or disease. Spectrally resolved PACT could provide multicontrast imaging, such as imaging lipid concentrations in blood vessels for plaque characterization, more accurately pinpointing atherosclerosis, and potentially identifying vulnerable plaques.[@r37][@r38][@r39]^--^[@r40] The ability to perform dynamic studies such as monitoring arterial pulse deformations could provide information for identifying atherosclerosis or other arterial obstructions. Pushing the direction of dynamic studies, following a similar trajectory to the progress in multidetector row CT, multiple acoustic transducer arrays can further reduce scanning time for volumetric imaging.
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